Capturing spiral radial growth of conifers using the superellipse to model tree-ring geometric shape.
INTRODUCTION
Tree rings are natural archives of environmental changes and they have long been used in exploring the effects of endogenous (e.g., competition) and exogenous (e.g., climate, disturbances) factors on tree growth (Fritts, 1976) . For example, tree-ring data have been widely used in climate reconstructions (Cook et al., 2002; Frank and Esper, 2005) , disturbance reconstructions (Bergeron et al., 2004; Stoffel and Corona, 2014) , investigation of species competition and succession (Callaway, 1998; Linares et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2013) , and assessments of forest carbon storage and equilibrium (Guyette et al., 2008; Davis et al., 2009; Ma et al., 2012) .
Traditionally forest sciences including tree-ring techniques often have assumed that tree rings on a cross section approximate a series of concentric circles (Biondi and Qeadan, 2008; West, 2009 ).
Based on this assumption, mean annual ring-width and basal area increment are usually obtained and commonly used as two basic parameters for investigating environmental effects on growth and for assessing forest growth, productivity, and carbon sequestration. Mean annual ring-width is often calculated from two radial growth measurements along two directions with an angle of between 90 • and 180 • on a cross section collected at diameter at breast height (DBH). Basal area increment is calculated from the difference in area encircled by two adjacent rings (e.g., Biondi and Qeadan, 2008; Huang et al., 2013 Huang et al., , 2014 .
In many cases, however, tree rings can be better depicted by ellipses rather than circles, or are more inclined to be elliptical around a common centre. This geometric shape of the treering boundary (thereafter referred to as tree-ring shape) has been ignored in practice given that the bias between the circular and ellipse is assumed to be small (West, 2009 ) although tree rings have long been used in multidisciplinary ecological research for nearly 75 years. Gielis (2003a,b) introduced a superellipse equation that can capture a wide range of geometric shapes in nature. The superellipse equation is a generalization of the traditional ellipse equation and can even produce the outline of a rectangle under special parameter values. If a tree ring can be better fitted by a superellipse function which bears a major axis and a minor axis, the following hypotheses then need to be further tested. First, because the tree trunk does not often look perfectly round, radial growth of trees may follow a spiral growth pattern over time on the cross section in contrast to spiral grain over the longitudinal axis (see the following section below), such that the direction of the major axis of the superellipse may vary with age. Second, basal area increment can be better estimated using the superellipse equation than the circle equation.
Spiral grain is a growth phenomenon in trees characterized by a helical structure of fibers around the pith rather than a longitudinal structure of fibers along the stem axis (Skatter and Kucera, 1998) . Spiral grain along the longitudinal axis has been widely observed and reported in many coniferous and some broadleaf species (Harris, 1989; Kubler, 1991; Skatter and Kucera, 1998; Wing et al., 2014) . Supplementary Figure 1 exhibits an example of spiral grain of dragon juniper [Sabina chinensis (L.) Ant. cv. Kaizuca]. A general agreement is that many tree species (particularly conifers) usually develop a left-handed (L) spirality (when viewed from below) while young. The grain angle then shifts gradually toward right-handed (R) spirality, ending up with a remarkable right-handed grain angle during the mature stage (Skatter and Kucera, 1998) . This is the "LR" pattern commonly observed (Harris, 1989) while the opposite pattern ("RL") has also been proposed but only for fewer tree species (Balodis, 1972; Harris, 1989; Harding and Woolaston, 1991) . The LR or RL pattern is widely believed to be controlled strongly by genetic factors and less by environmental factors, such as strong wind or water shortage that dominates on one side of the tree (Kubler, 1991; Gapare et al., 2009; Wing et al., 2014) . For example, Wing et al. (2014) found no correlation between spiral grain in bristlecone pines (Pinus longaeva D.K. Bailey) and environmental factors. In contrast, spiral growth on the radial section was previously acknowledged (Kubler, 1991) but has never been thoroughly investigated and understood. Knowledge on spiral growth on the radial section obtained through model fit with the superellipse may help better understand the longterm debate on spiral growth over the longitudinal section mentioned above, which is closely related to wood quality and forest productivity. Consequently they may together contribute to an improved estimation of growth of trees and forests, as well as for carbon storage and equilibrium of terrestrial forest ecosystems, and ultimately sustainable forest management within the context of global change.
In this study, we attempt to: (1) use the superellipse equation to model tree-ring shapes of conifers which usually bear clear annual ring growth pattern; and (2) explore whether any spiral growth exists along the radial section over time and, if it does, determine whether it is related to spiral grain over the longitudinal axis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Superellipse Equation
The superellipse equation is a generalized ellipse equation that can produce the circle, ellipse, square, and rectangle (Gielis, 2003a,b) :
where x and y represent the Cartesian coordinates; a represents the major semi-axis radius; b (0 < b ≤ a) represents the minor semi-axis radius; and n is a power. It can also be formulated using the polar coordinates (a transformation using x = r cosϕ and y = r sinϕ; Gielis, 2003a,b) :
where r represents the radial distance between the pole and a point on the boundary, and ϕ the angle of the radial vector. The superellipse equation becomes a typical ellipse equation when n = 2. Let k = b/a ≤ 1, and Equation (2) can be rewritten as:
Examples for different n ranging from 0.2 to 4 are illustrated in Figure 1 .
Parametric Fitting
We define a standard superellipse equation: the origin coordinate is (0, 0), and the major axis is aligned with the horizontal axis. However, the planar coordinates of a tree ring are usually extracted from a scanned image, with the centre not exactly in the origin and the major axis not aligned with the horizontal axis (Figure 2) . In this case, we refer to such a shape as a non-standard superellipse and its equation as the non-standard superellipse equation. To fit the parameters of a non-standard superellipse equation, we need first to transform the boundary coordinates to the standard format of the superellipse. Let x 1 = x ′ -x 0 , y 1 = FIGURE 1 | Illustration of the superellipse equation. Here, a = b = 5 and different powers (i.e., values for n) are shown in the boundaries. As the value of n becomes larger, the boundary gradually approximates a square. If a = b, the boundary gradually approximates a rectangle.
y ′ -y 0 . Here, x ′ and y ′ are the x-and y-coordinates extracted from a non-standard format of the superellipse; (x 0 , y 0 ) is the coordinate of the superellipse centre (i.e., the pole). Let ϕ ′ be the angle coordinate corresponding to the point of (x 1 , y 1 ) in a nonstandard superellipse boundary. Obviously, ϕ ′ = arctan(y 1 /x 1 ). Let θ be the angle between the major axis in the non-standard superellipse equation and the horizontal axis. Then the angle coordinate (ϕ) in the standard superellipse equation is ϕ = ϕ ′ −θ. Then we have:
where x and y are the x-and y-coordinates in the standard superellipse equation. We can fit the parameters of x 0 , y 0 , and θ together with the three original model parameters a, k, and n, using the optimization algorithm of Nelder and Mead (1965) [see the function "optim" in R software (R Development Core Team, 2013) ]. This optimization algorithm has proven effective for estimating the parameters of a non-linear model (Shi et al., 2013) . In Appendices S1-S2, we provided a MATLAB function "profile" (M-file; see Appendices S1-S1 in Supplementary Material) for extracting the planar coordinates from a tree-ring image and two R functions (i.e., "optim.sf " and "fit.sf " R-files; also see Appendices S1-S1 in Supplementary Material) for fitting the model parameters of a transformed superellipse equation (i.e., a non-standard superellipse equation). The estimated angle between the major axis and the horizontal axis for these two R functions was defined in the range of (-2π, 2π).
FIGURE 2 | Non-standard format of a superellipse. The superellipse center is not the point of (0, 0), and the angle between the major axis and the horizontal axis (i.e., the x-axis) isn't equal to 0.
Evaluation
To verify the validity of the superellipse equation and relevant R functions, we developed a "simu.sf " function (R-file; see Appendices S1-S2 in Supplementary Material) for simulating the planar coordinates based on the given model parameter values (x 0 = y 0 = 200, θ = π/4, a = 50, k = 0.95, and n = 1.9). Because the actual tree-ring shape can slightly deviate from a standard superellipse, the effects of the variation in a tree-ring boundary on the parameter estimation were considered during the simulation. Thus, the "simu.sf " function was designed to permit a variation in the radial coordinate (i.e., r) by setting the optional value of coefficient of variation ("CV") in any direction. The effects of different CVs on the parameter estimation was investigated by the goodness-of-fit when CV = 4, 3, 2, 1, 0.5, and 0%.
To check how the number of the points extracted from a treering image affects the parameter estimation and the model fit, data points of 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200, and 6400 were randomly sampled from a simulated tree ring when CV = 1%. When the model parameters were given, the area encircled by a tree ring was actually fixed. For these two types of simulations, we compared the area calculated from the real model parameters and from the fitted model parameters. In general, the width of the confidence interval (CI) of a parameter estimate becomes narrower when the sample size increases. The relevant R functions to calculate the area encircled by a tree ring and the CIs of the model parameters are provided in Appendices S1 and S2.
Although these simulation methods can provide a reasonable result for evaluating model performance, the simulated data only followed a pre-defined superellipse. To evaluate whether the actual tree rings of conifers can follow the superellipse equation (i.e., whether this precondition of superellipse shape holds), it is necessary to explore the spiral growth of conifers using actual tree rings. We examined six actual cross sections collected at DBH from three tree species, including cross-sections from four white spruce (Picea glauca (Moench) Voss.) trees (Huang et al., 2013) Figure 2) .
For each of the cross sections, we examined whether the angle (θ) between the major axis and the horizontal axis changes when tree ages over time. We defined the angle of the horizontal axis as 0, then defined the angle change due to the rotation of the major axis in an anti-clockwise direction and in a clockwise direction as a positive number and a negative number, respectively. If the angle of θ i+1 in the (i+1)th year was larger than the angle of θ i in the ith year, an anti-clockwise spiral growth in the increments of (θ i+1 -θ i ) was observed; otherwise, a clockwise spiral growth in the increments of (θ i -θ i+1 ) was observed. Obviously, the clockwise rotation results in a left-handed spiral grain while the anti-clockwise rotation leads to a right-handed spiral grain. As the shape of a superellipse is symmetrical around the major axis or the minor axis, the produced tree-ring shapes for the angle θ and θ ± π should be the same in theory. Assume that the real angle of a tree ring is θ 2 . Whether its estimate is θ 2 or θ 2 ± π will not affect the description for tree-ring shape. However, comparison of the angles from tree rings at different ages can be negatively affected. Assume that the real angles for two adjacent tree rings are θ 1 and θ 3 and their corresponding estimates are θ 1 and θ 3 , respectively. If the real angle θ 2 is incorrectly estimated to be θ 2 -π, tree-ring angle at the middle age can then be largely underestimated compared to the angles of the neighbors. Therefore, the R function "angle.corr" was developed to automatically correct the angles that have been overestimated or underestimated to make them rank in a normal order (see Appendices S1 and S2). This function can also detect abnormal angle estimates from bad fitting. To test whether a general trend of spiral growth within species exists, we compared the corrected angles of the four log cross sections of white spruce.
To test whether a tree ring still follows a circle equation or a pure ellipse equation rather than a superellipse equation, we further tested whether the ratios of minor to major semi-axis (values for k) and the powers (values for n) were different among the four cross sections of white spruce. If tree rings follow a circle equation, the ratios should be identical (= 1), and the powers should also be identical (= 2). If the tree rings follow a pure ellipse equation, the ratios should be smaller than 1 and the powers should be identical (= 2). Because the frequency distributions for the parameters k and n were unknown, the Kruskal-Wallis test was used to compare the difference among the four log sections (Hollander and Wolfe, 1973) .
To compare the validity and complexity of the model when using the superellipse equation and the circle equation in describing tree-ring shapes, we used the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; Burnham and Anderson, 2004) , which can reflect the trade-off between the goodness-of-fit and the model complexity. Model comparisons with the AIC were performed for both the simulated and real tree rings. The simulated tree rings were produced by the superellipse equation with 0.75 < k < 1 and 1.7 < n < 2.3 for our focal species. The effect of the number of data points on a tree ring (100, 200, 400, and 800, respectively) on model performance was also checked using the AIC. Five real tree rings per cross-section were randomly chosen for white spruce, black spruce and Douglas fir, and one ring for jack pine, red pine, tamarack, and white cedar (see Table 1, Supplementary Table 2 for  details) .
To test if the superellipse equation performs better than the traditional circle equation in estimating the basal area, we compared the goodness-of-fit (with the χ 2 value) of the areas that were calculated using the superellipse equation and using the circle equation, when the radius is exactly equal to the major axis, the minor axis, and the average of both, respectively. The χ 2 value was calculated by
where A i and A i represent the actual basal area and the predicted basal area encircled by tree ring in year i, respectively; q represents the total number of years in a cross section. The lower the χ 2 value, the better the fit of the model. The circle equation might often overestimate or underestimate the basal area increment in any given time of period when using the major axis or the minor axis as the radius, respectively. Therefore, average error proportion (%) in annual basal areal increment, which was defined as mean ratios of the absolute values of differences between the predicted and actual annual areal increments to the actual annual areal increments, was also calculated. An improved accuracy, as expressed by the difference of average error proportion obtained by the superellipse and the circle-3, was further calculated to assess the predicative capacity of the model.
RESULTS
Tree-ring shapes can be fitted by the superellipse equation with high precision. The simulations confirmed that the optimization method could produce reliable parameter estimates. The goodness-of-fit, indicated by adjusted R 2 and χ 2 , declined with the increase of CV, yet the parameter estimates were still reliable even for CV = 4% (Table 1 and Supplementary Figure  3) . The same pattern emerged using different numbers of data points, yet the coefficients of determination remained almost unchanged ( Table 2 and Supplementary Figure 4) . A narrower 95% CI for any parameters was found when the number of data points increased. The 95% CI of the parameter θ only had an absolute difference of 0.03 (< 5% of the real value) for a sample size ≥ 800. When actual tree-ring samples were used, the superellipse model was able to fit the planar coordinates. Figure 3 displays the fitted results for the six actual tree cross sections. For any tree cross section, each of the predicted tree rings is symmetrical 
Parameters
Actual values Estimates around its major axis; however, such symmetry is difficult to be observed intuitively when all tree rings are superposed together due to the angle rotation. For white spruce (Figures 4A-D) , a general pattern of angle rotation was not found, even for WS-1 and WS-2 collected from the same site but exhibited different trends in the angle change (Figures 4A,B) . As shown in Figure 4A , an obvious low point appeared in the 10th ring for this white spruce. Therefore, tree rings at age ≤ 10 years rotated in a clockwise direction, resulting in a left-hand spiral grain over the longitudinal axis. Tree rings at age > 10 years rotated in a reverse clockwise direction, leading to a right-hand spiral grain over the longitudinal axis. In contrast to WS-1, white spruce WS-2 showed an inverse trend, with a peak point at age of 15 years ( Figure 4B) . The reverse clockwise rotation was observed at age ≤ 15 and the clockwise rotation was found at age > 15. Correspondingly, the right-hand and left-hand spiral grain over the longitudinal axis was expected, respectively. The angle change trend in WS-3 was more or less similar to that of WS-1, but its lowest point appeared in the 25th ring ( Figure 4C) . Interestingly, white spruce sample WS-4 exhibited a completely different trend from those of the first three white spruce trees. As shown in Figure 4D , a peak point occurred in the 19th year and a lowest point appeared in the 36th year. Therefore, tree rings first rotated in an anti-clockwise direction at age ≤ 19, then rotated in a clockwise direction at 19 < age ≤ 36, and finally rotated in an anti-clockwise direction at age > 36 again.
Tree-ring angles of black spruce kept a continuous decrease during the first 30 years, indicating a clockwise rotation ( Figure 4E) . However, the angle changes were not very substantial from the 30th year to the 70th year. Afterwards, treering angles began to become larger and larger, which means an anti-clockwise rotation. Compared to tree species mentioned above, tree-ring angles for Douglas-fir have its distinct rotation, which was characterized by several plateaus and an overall decreasing trend over time ( Figure 4F) .
The Kruskal-Wallis test showed a significant difference in the ratios of minor to major semi-axis (χ 2 = 12.1, df = 3, P = 0.007; Figure 5A) , and a significant difference in the powers n (χ 2 = 23.2, df = 3, P < 0.01; Figure 5B ) among the four samples of white spruce. The pairwise test for the median of k showed insignificant difference between any pair of WS-1, WS-2, and WS-3 (P > 0.05), except for WS-4 which showed significant differences with WS-1 and with WS-3 (P < 0.05), while significant difference in the median of n between any pair of WS-1, WS-2, and WS-3 (P < 0.05) was found, except for WS-4 which showed significant difference with WS-1 (P < 0.05) only. Treering shape is not a standard ellipse because the values for n from the first two cross sections are higher than 2 ( Figure 5B) . It also showed that the ratios and powers in the superellipse equation can be different even for the four samples from the same species.
The results of model comparison using the AIC showed that the superellipse equation performed better than the circle equation in describing the real tree-ring shapes of conifers. The AIC values obtained from the superellipse equation were lower than those obtained from the circle equation when k < 1, n < 2 and n > 2 (Figure 6 ). It implicates that the superellipse equation is generally better than the circle equation in describing the simulated tree-ring shapes except when the tree-ring shape is perfectly round. The results also showed a decline of the AIC score with the increase of data points on a simulated tree ring. The same conclusion of the superellipse equation superior to the circle equation was also drawn from using the AICs for real tree rings (see Supplementary Table 2) as the estimated k is usually smaller than 1 and n unequal to 2 for any real tree rings.
In addition, the results showed that the superellipse equation had the lowest χ 2 values which mean the best goodnessof-fit compared to the other three calculations using the circle equation, as shown in Table 3 . Average error proportion calculated by the superellipse was much lower than that calculated by the circle. The results of improved predicative accuracy between the superellipse and the circle-3 showed that the superellipse generally had higher accuracy than the circle in predicting the basal area increment, ranging from 2.31 to 12.57% for our focal species (Table 3) .
DISCUSSION
Tree-Ring Shape and Improved Estimates of the Basal Area
Our modeling results showed that tree-ring shape can be best fitted by the superellipse equation with high precision. This suggests that tree rings do not follow either a circle equation or a pure ellipse equation, but somewhere in-between, i.e., a superellipse equation. Theoretically, tree-ring shape should be a circle under genetic influences only because cambium cell differentiation of a healthy tree is assumed to be at the same rate along the circumference during the growing season (Lupi et al., 2014) . However, due to the influences of external factors such as environmental stresses (e.g., light availability, water stress) and biogeophysical factors (e.g., position, slope), trees have to physiologically adjust the rate of cambium cell differentiation along the circumference during the growing seasons to survive in or adapt to the local environmental conditions. Consequently, a "superelliptical" tree ring is produced, as widely observed in terrestrial forest ecosystems. Local conditions in the cambium that influence wood formation at any given instant are believed to be unique because the immediate environment of a cambial initial (weather and nutrient factors, growth regulators, physical stresses) varies continuously over time (Downes et al., 2009) . A recent micro-sampling based study investigated the process of cambium cell differentiation of black spruce along the circumference during the growing season, and found that the onset of xylogenesis along the circumference varies within an individual tree (Lupi et al., 2014) . More earlywood cells (corresponding to a wider annual ring) were often found in a warm year than a cold year (Rossi et al., 2007; Deslauriers et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2011) , suggesting that xylem cell number is mainly determined by environmental factors such as FIGURE 6 | Effects of the parameters k and n on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) when simulating tree rings by the superellipse and circle equations with 100 (A,E), 200 (B,F), 400 (C,G), and 800 (D,H) data points, respectively. The simulated tree rings were produced by the superellipse with x 0 = y 0 = 200, a = 50, n = 2, and 0.75 < k < 1 for panels (A-D), with x 0 = y 0 = 200, a = 50, k = 1, and 1.7 < n < 2.3 for panels (E-H). We permitted 5% coefficient of variation in the distances of data points on a simulated tree ring from the corresponding pole. a Value represents the χ 2 value between the actual areas at different ages and the predicted areas using the superellipse equation. b Value represents the χ 2 value using the circle equation when the radius equals the major semi-axis (Circle-1). c Value represents the χ 2 value using the circle equation when the radius equals the minor semi-axis (Circle-2). d Value represents the χ 2 value using the circle equation when the radius equals the mean of both the major semi-axis and the minor semi-axis. AEP indicates average error proportion (%) in predicted basal areal increment between two adjacent rings by the superellipse (AEP_S) and the circle-3 (AEP_C3). Because the Circle-3 can get the lowest χ 2 value among the three circle equations, we only used the Circle-3 here. WS1 to WS4 were from white spruce. An improved accuracy (Accuracy) between the superellipse and the circle-3 was calculated as the difference between AEP_C3 and AEP-S.
temperature. The importance of various drivers of xylogenesis may shift from factors mainly varying at the site level (e.g., climate) at the beginning of the growing season to factors varying at the individual tree level (e.g., possibly genetic variability) at the end of the growing season (Lupi et al., 2014) .
The results of comparison of goodness-of-fit (χ 2 ) among the areas predicted by different equations showed that tree-ring shape can be best fitted by the superellipse equation compared to by the circle equation, i.e., by the major semi-axis or the minor semi-axis or the average from both. Basal area is one of the basic parameters in forestry and forest ecology and has been widely used in estimates of forest growth and productivity as well as carbon storage and equilibrium (Phillips et al., 1998; Ma et al., 2012) . Our results might indicate that traditional circle-based estimates of the basal area might be more or less over-or underestimated in practice because traditional calculations of the basal area were, directly or indirectly, based on the DBH. DBH values measured in practice may range from the length of the major axis to that of the minor axis due to its feature of spiral growth of the cross-section over age (West, 2009; Torres and Lovett, 2013) . The improved accuracy obtained by the superellipse than the other commonly used circle-based approaches might also indicate an improved estimate of the basal area through the superellipse fit. This may contribute to a better understanding of forest growth and productivity, as well as carbon balance and dynamics in terrestrial forest ecosystems given that forests cover 31% of the world's land surface (FAO, 2010) .
All evidence together suggests that tree-ring geometric shape can be better depicted by the superellipse than the circle commonly used in practice. Although our study focused on coniferous species only due to its clear annual ring pattern, this geometric shape of tree rings is believed to be universal and common in deciduous species as well.
Spiral Growth on the Cross Section
Our study first quantitatively confirmed that radial growth follows a spiral growth pattern over time despite that the angle change between successive years being much smaller than reported previously in spiral grain-based studies, such as 30-50 • in ponderosa pines (Pinus ponderosa) (Leelavanichkul and Cherkaev, 2004; Wing et al., 2014) . It is widely accepted that spiral grain originates from the cambium and spiral grain formation can be coupled to cell divisions taking place in the cambial region (Harris, 1989; Eklund and Säll, 2000) . Therefore, spiral growth over the cross section might be closely related to spiral grain over the longitudinal axis although this potential relationship needs to be further quantified. Previous studies have attempted to explore the spiral grain angles over time along the longitudinal axis (Danborg, 1994; Gjerdrum et al., 2002; Watt et al., 2013) , but the potential relationship between the rotation angles of tree rings on the cross-section over time and the grain angles along the longitudinal axis over time was not quantified. Although spiral grain pattern over the longitudinal axis for many tree species is less visible or even undetected due to a minor change in the shifting angle, we conclude that spiral growth over the cross section might be common in many tree species, including both coniferous and deciduous species.
Previous studies often claim that coniferous trees shift the direction of spiral grain pattern from LR to RL or vice versa, but rarely clearly confirm the exact year when this shift occurred (Kubler, 1991) . One or two extreme points observed in the angle change over time in our study might indicate the exact or critical year or years when the direction of spiral grain over the longitudinal axis shifted from LR to RL or from RL to LR. However, the potential mathematical link between the spiral growth over the cross section and spiral grain over the longitudinal axis has not been elucidated yet and thus merits further investigation. In addition, the extreme points found in early years or late years in our study also suggest that the direction shift in spiral grain, either LR to RL or RL to LR pattern, may occur in both young and old stages of tree growth. These findings are counter to the results from previous studies that found a LR pattern normally formed in early stages of growth but gradually shifted to a RL pattern in the older stages of growth for coniferous trees in the northern hemisphere. Further, our results counter the suggestion that two shifts in spiral grain pattern are rarely observed (Skatter and Kucera, 1998) . These differences might be partly attributed to different perspectives of investigation, i.e., longitudinal axis vs. cross section. In addition, spiral grain over the longitudinal axis or spiral growth over the cross section is a time-dependent growth phenomenon and is difficult to monitor over time. Most of the previous studies were based on field observations with a quantitative analysis over time lacking. Consequently, the complexity of the mechanisms behind spiral grain over the longitudinal axis might be underestimated.
Fluctuations in the corrected angles of the radial section over time differed within a site and across sites and species. This finding indicates that spiral growth on the radial section is determined less by population and species genetics, but more by macro-and micro-environmental factors. Our findings are contrary to some of the previous studies that claimed that spiral grain pattern in conifers is strongly genetic (Kubler, 1991; Skatter and Kucera, 1998) (Hansen and Roulund, 1997) and loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) (Zobel et al., 1968) . The results from our study are in general agreement with other studies that claimed that spiral grain is strongly affected by environmental factors such as wind (Koizumi et al., 2007) . Overall, various hypothetical reasons for spiral grain have been proposed, such as the Earth rotation, optimal structure for even distribution of sap between the roots and the crown, wind torque, and the relief of growth stresses in the cambial zone (Wing et al., 2014) . Still, a consensus has not been reached. From the perspectives of ecology and evolution, we infer that spiral growth over the cross section, which is closely related to spiral grain over the longitudinal axis, is controlled by both genetic and environmental factors, but the importance of both factors in affecting spiral growth or spiral grain might be shifting over time, i.e., site and species-specific, even individually.
Model Advantages and Limitations
We have justified that the superellipse equation is superior to the traditional circle equation in modeling tree-ring boundary as according to the AIC. We are confident that the superellipse equation not only fits tree-ring shapes of coniferous species, but also can be widely applied in fitting tree-ring shape of many tree species. Supplementary Figures 5, 6 exhibited the application of the superellipse equation on additional four species of conifers. The most important advantage is that estimates of forest growth and productivity as well as carbon storage can be improved when the superellipse equation is employed in the future, in contrast to the ill-fitting of tree-ring shapes by the circle equation.
The standard superellipse includes three parameters (i.e., a, k, and n) whereas the circle equation only has a single parameter (radius), reflecting a more complex structure of the former than the latter. In general, for model selection, the adjusted coefficient of determination (R 2 adj ), AIC, corrected AIC, Bayesian information criterion (BIC), deviance information criterion (DIC), and residual information criterion (RIC) are better than the RSS, R 2 , and χ 2 given the trade-off between the goodness-of-fit of the model and the complexity of the model (see Shi and Ge, 2010 and references therein) . In practice, forest growth and productivity as well as carbon storage might have often been under-or over-estimated due to the ill-fitting of tree-ring shapes by the circle equation. To better estimate forest productivity and carbon dynamics in forest ecosystems, investigators are usually concerned less about the model structural complexity, but more on the goodness-of-fit of the model. That means, the better the fitting is, the better a model would be. Given that the original input parameters of our model are obtained from the geometric shape of tree-ring boundary rather than ring-width measurements from a single core or two cores or cross sections commonly collected at DBH from the field, our model is convenient to be applied in practice if the cross-section of trees can be collected in the field and then the parameters of tree-ring shape can be obtained using our method (see Appendices S1-S2 in Supplementary Material). Otherwise currently it is less convenient to obtain these parameters due to a lack of such a tool to automatically measure tree-ring shape in the field, which however deserves to be further invented for the practitioners.
Although our study showed that the suprellipse equation could fit the tree-ring shapes of conifers very well, it is only a descriptive model. A better model for describing tree-ring shape and growth should be based on the dynamics of growth for trees, especially necessarily considering the biophysical mechanism of tree stem formation accompanied with growth stresses (Archer, 1989) . Although no convincing evidence has demonstrated that the macrocosmic spiral growth in tree trunk could be related to microcosmic microfibril angle in fiber (Barnett and Bonham, 2004; Jordan et al., 2007) , there might be a certain relationship between them. Thus, a mechanical model that could link the effects of growth stresses on the microfibril angle in fiber to the spiral growth in conifers merits further investigation.
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